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Abstract
Much of the practical work in the autonomic management of storage systems has taken the “bolt-on” approach:
take existing systems and add a separate management system on the side. While this approach can improve legacy
systems, it has several problems, including scaling to heterogeneous and large systems and maintaining consistency
between the system and the management model. We argue
for a different approach, where autonomic management is
woven throughout a system, as in the K2 distributed storage
system that we are implementing. This distributes responsibility for management operations over all nodes according
to ability and security, and stores management state as part
of the entities being managed. Decision algorithms set general configuration goals and then let many system components work in parallel to move toward the goals.

1. Introduction
Most storage system management applications are built
as bolt-on additions to existing systems. For example, IBM
TPC [9], EMC ControlCenter [5], and HP Labs Minerva [2]
all provide management for existing storage systems. All
these applications have improved the manageability of existing systems, and have introduced elements of autonomic
management. They generally work by building a model of
the system in an external application, applying monitoring
information to that model, and using the model for analyzing and planning how to react to events in the system (the
MAPE loop).
The model-based, bolt-on approach is not working well
in these products, even though they are on the market and
providing useful tools. The deficiencies arise from centralization and separation. The systems cited do not scale
with the size of the system being managed; instead, they
build a single centralized model of the entire system, and
run decision-making algorithms inside the management application. Further, separating the management application
from the system allows inconsistency between the two, and

makes the system vulnerable to management application
failure as well as to internal failure. A separate management application has longer latency for responding to system events than mechanisms built into the system. While
management applications built in a more distributed fashion
are possible, most systems on the market are not structured
that way.
We are exploring an alternative approach in K2, the distributed storage system that we are building. K2 has no
central authority that defines the system. Instead, it is structured as a federation of semi-independent systems, which
we expect to lead to a robust system that can adapt quickly
to changes in requirements or environment. This model
has worked well for existing Internet services, including
the Web, DNS, and some grid applications, where different
pieces of the service are provided by different organizations.
As in biological nervous systems, we weave autonomic
functions throughout the system with many components
working in parallel to keep the system going. This approach
scales the resources used for management with the size of
the system being managed. By integrating management into
the system, there is no possibility of a model becoming inconsistent or failing separately. Integration also ensures that
components close to a problem detect and resolve problems
quickly.
The self-management mechanisms in the K2 prototype
are concerned only with resource allocation, which provides
a clean interface on which to layer higher-level application and user management. The system provides different
users with separate pools, each of which has resource requirements. The system treats resource allocation as a constrained optimization problem, working to ensure that each
pool is provisioned to meet the requirements, and that load
is balanced between storage servers.
K2 focuses on an incremental, online solution in which
each pool is managed separately as much as possible. A
pool is given a feasible resource assignment when first created, and then the system incrementally improves the assignment over time as more information becomes available about actual resource usage. This approach is similar
to many optimization heuristics that start with an easily-
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We expect that the population of servers in an operational
K2 cluster will be large (tens of thousands), heterogeneous
(servers will have different CPUs or disk capacities), and
unstable (additions, removals, and failures of servers will
be relatively frequent). Each server knows its capacity and
performance resource availability.
K2 provides a reliable platform for autonomic management by electing a manager for each storage pool, which
monitors and analyzes the state of the pool and coordinates
responses to state changes. The APs in a pool execute a
leader-follower election protocol [7] to spawn a pool manager on some server. Once elected, the manager monitors
the APs for failures or resource usage changes; when detected, the manager runs a decision algorithm (§3) to determine the response. Each AP maintains a persistent copy
of the federation state (such as membership, AP to storage
server allocation bindings, and virtual object layout metadata), while the manager may cache a transient copy. After
making a configuration decision, the manager pushes the
change out consistently to the APs using a timestamp-based
transaction protocol [3]. If physical object data needs to migrated from one AP to another, the manager uses the transaction protocol to read and write the objects. The transaction protocol ensures that the migration can proceed in
parallel with client accesses.
By giving each pool its own manager, K2 sidesteps many
of the scalability problems that arise when using centralized managers to provide equivalent services. In particular,
the effects of the failure of a storage server only propagate
through to any hosted APs and their parent pools; other APs
and pools generally remain unaffected.
The AP requirements act as a contract between manager
and managed, simplifying the pool manager by delegating
the details to each AP. Each storage server manages capacity and performance resource usage to ensure that it meets
the requirements of all hosted APs, and that I/O streams
to each AP do not interfere with each other. In particular, it
shapes the I/O traffic [15] to fulfill the performance reserves
of all APs, and shares any remaining performance resources
fairly among APs.
Finally, K2 creates two special storage pools for internal
purposes. The spare reserve sets aside sufficient resources
to cover expected failures – typically a few storage servers’
worth. Since we expect that failure and imbalance are normal conditions in a large system, the management reserve
sets aside a fraction of each server’s performance resources
for use when migrating or recovering data (§5). Each of
these special pools is represented by a set of APs and elects
a manager, just like other pools.
This model for distributed storage is similar to other systems that use virtualized objects, including the UCSC Swift
file system [4], the Panasas ActiveScale file system [12],
and the CMU Self-*/Ursa Minor system [1, 6].
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Figure 1. Components in the K2 storage pool
mechanism.

computed feasible solution and then incrementally “hillclimb” toward better solutions. In those circumstances
where one pool cannot be managed by itself – such as recovering from a failure that affects multiple pools – the affected
pools coordinate to make a more global decision.
In this paper we present some of the key components
of the K2 prototype that map user requirements onto specific resource allocations, decide how to react to changes in
requirements or the storage server population, and migrate
data to effect the decisions.

2. System model
K2 implements distributed storage over a cluster of
small, self-contained storage servers that presents an abstraction of storage pools containing virtual objects to
higher-level applications (Figure 1). Storage pools are virtual containers with a set of capacity (in bytes), performance
(in I/O rate), and reliability (in mean time to data loss) requirements. Capacity and performance requirements represent resources reserved for the pool. Reliability determines
the redundancy codes acceptable for storing data in the
pool. Virtual objects are byte containers of variable length,
somewhat in the style of the SCSI OSD storage model [10].
A storage pool is backed by a set of physical containers called allocation pools (APs) on a set of storage servers.
Like a storage pool, an AP specifies requirements on capacity and performance resources; the aggregate of a set of AP
requirements equals their parent pool’s requirement. K2 assigns each AP in a pool to a different server, but may assign
APs of multiple pools to a single server.
A virtual object is backed by a set of physical objects in
a set of APs, analogous to how storage pools are backed on
storage servers by APs. Data for one virtual object is spread
across its physical objects according to a redundancy code
determined by the storage pool’s reliability requirement.
Each server in a K2 cluster contains a CPU and disks.
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a pool manager sends a vector representing total required
resources to the storage servers it can use, and each server
returns the dot product of the requirements with its available
resources. The dot product can be treated as the server’s bid
for storing part of the pool. MinDot determines what fraction of the storage pool should be assigned to each storage server in order to minimize the sum of dot products
across all used servers (hence the name of the algorithm),
subject to constraints. This can be done as a linear, greedy
assignment. This approach tends to bias usage toward the
servers that have the most unused resources and balances
usage across multiple dimensions (such as capacity and performance).
The pool’s reliability requirements generate the most
constraints. A particular level of reliability requires at least
n-way redundancy, and so no more than 1/n of any resource can go on any one server; similarly, there is an upper bound on the number of servers that can be involved
before reliability drops below the required level. Using an
analytic model, the manager translates the MTTDL requirement into these bounds and the kind of redundancy code to
be used [13]. The model currently does not cope with heterogeneous servers and changing estimates of server reliability, which are topics for future work.
This approach meets our goals of independent and efficient decision-making: each manager can find available
resources on its own. In a large system, many managers
will be working in parallel to improve system configuration. If they make concurrent, conflicting decisions, one or
more managers will fail to allocate the resources they want,
and will retry their decision-making taking the changed resource availability into account. This approach is simple but
not formally live; we are looking into more robust mechanisms, perhaps based on the mechanism we use in manager
election.
There are several other areas for future improvement.
While the online bin-packing algorithm appears to work
well in practice, we do not have a formal analysis of how far
the on-line variant of the heuristic is from batch heuristics.
The algorithm we describe also ignores complex workload
specifications; for example, correlation between workloads
or workload behaviors such as sequentiality. Our experience is that users are rarely able to specify these behaviors
manually, and so we are hoping that other research projects
will generate tools that learn such facts from observation,
after which we expect to incorporate them into our decision
algorithm.
There is one significant exception to the decision-making
approach just discussed: there are failure cases where each
pool manager cannot act independently. Instead, multiple
pools must jointly compute a sequence of pool reconfigurations that will restore redundancy. The spare reserve (§2)
ensures that there will be enough resources in the system in

K2 is closest in spirit to Ursa Minor in that we are both
exploring self-management that is integrated into a storage
system’s design, and in particular both set up management
for a set of workers (APs). There are three major differences. First, the Self-* project aims higher than K2: it potentially includes all aspects of system tuning, while K2 is
focused just on resource provisioning given a set of requirements. The resource management interface in a K2 storage pool could fit into the Self-* vision as the language that
a second-level manager uses to give instructions to a firstlevel manager. Second, while the Self-* vision includes a
hierarchy of managers, the Ursa Minor prototype to date
does not yet implement the vision of hierarchical management and instead has focused on implementing versatile, reliable object storage. In contrast, the K2 implementation
to date focuses more on management and less on the actual storage. Finally, there is a difference in the philosophy
behind the designs. Self-* and Ursa Minor are designed
around a top-down system model, where the system is defined by a single hierarchy of managers and workers. This
philosophy tends to produce a system familiar to those who
expect an appliance, which is well-suited to use by a single
organization. K2, on the other hand, is designed around a
bottom-up philosophy, where the “system” is defined by a
federation of many semi-independent systems in the form
of pools and servers. They are likely owned and used by
many different users, and form collective decision-making
mechanisms at need. This approach produces a system in
the style of common Internet services such as the Web or
DNS, which are intended for use by a large, diverse community.

3. Decision algorithms
A pool’s manager is responsible for computing the resource configuration for the pool’s APs. The configuration must respect the capacity, performance, and reliability requirements on the storage pool, and should try to balance usage across APs and unused resources across storage
servers. A new pool is configured based on its declared requirements; from time to time, the manager recomputes the
configuration based on actual usage to try to balance usage.
We chose to measure balance as the variance in unused resource in the system, with low variance being better. When
rebalancing, the manager will only use the new configuration if it decreases this variance – that is, if it moves the total
system toward a better configuration.
In K2, we formulate the configuration decision process as a constrained (bin-packing) optimization problem,
as others have done [2], but focus on online, incremental
heuristics. We have developed the MinDot algorithm, which
is based on the vector dot product model from the Toyoda heuristic [14]. MinDot is an online algorithm, where
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are given to some other AP. In this way distributed mechanisms are not needed to track detailed changes to resource
allocation, improving execution efficiency and implementation complexity.

general to handle some number of storage server failures;
however, sometimes the spare resources may not be on the
right servers. For example, some pool that has suffered a
failure may have its APs on the same servers as all the spare
reserve, and so to meet reliability constraints spare space
must be generated on some other server by migrating part of
some other pool before the damaged pool can find acceptable spares and get rebuilt. We believe that this becomes
less likely as the size of the system increases. We have currently implemented a simple backtracking search algorithm
to find a feasible sequence of pool reconfigurations. This is
another area for future research.

5. Migration and recovery
Because the managers express their reconfiguration decisions as coarse-grained goals on APs, the migration and
recovery mechanism must move actual resource usage toward those goals by incrementally moving one virtual object after another. The mechanism must do so as quickly
as possible while handling the possibility that one pool may
not be able to make progress until another pool has moved
some of its data out of the way.
Migration and recovery work as follows. Whenever a
pool manager has some AP with a goal or has objects with
degraded redundancy, it picks one object in the pool for migration to move the APs toward their resource goals. The
manager computes a new placement for the object, and
moves data appropriately. The new object placement uses
placement rules that avoid APs with shrinkage goals and favor APs with more available resources. (While our current
prototype migrates or recovers one object at a time, a production system would process several objects in parallel to
improve throughput.)
First priority goes to recovering degraded objects, because restoring redundancy quickly is important to overall
system reliability. Second priority is for objects that are
partially stored on any AP has a goal of shrinking, because
migrating that object will open up resource for some other
AP in some other pool. Last priority goes to any other object, since migrating it might improve resource balance. In
some cases no object can be migrated until some other pool
has moved data out of the way.
The pool migration mechanisms have the potential to interfere with application traffic. K2 addresses this in two
ways. First, the microtransaction protocol that K2 clients
use for accessing data ensures that client accesses can proceed in parallel with migration without compromising consistency or performance [3]. Second, the system sets aside
a management reserve, a fraction of the performance resources of every node, and each node runs an I/O scheduler that ensures that migration traffic uses the reserved resources when clients are concurrently performing normal
I/Os using the APs’ reserved resources.
This approach is different from other systems, which
more often have developed fine-grained migration plans
rather than moving incrementally. For example, the migration planning work by Hall et al. [8] builds a plan for the
entire data migration at once, based on complete knowledge
of all data placement changes to be done. The plan completes in as few steps as possible, while respecting resource

4. Configuration goals
While the decision algorithm can quickly make a decision about how to reconfigure storage pools, it takes time
to react to the decision by migrating data, and conditions
may change while the system is moving toward the desired
configuration. This is especially complicated when multiple pools must be reconfigured in response to failure. Many
existing systems use a simple interpretation of the MAPE
model, generating a specific plan of the steps required to
move the system to a new configuration. The plan becomes
invalid when the system needs to move to a different configuration.
K2 takes an alternate, more fluid path, by separating decision and execution. The decision algorithms determine
the desired future configuration, and label each AP with its
goal configuration – to shrink or grow each resource, or to
go away – representing where the system should go, but not
how to get there. The system then moves toward those goals
by incrementally migrating or rebuilding virtual object data
in many small steps. The decision algorithms at the AP level
generate plans that do not deadlock, after which the migration can reach the intended configuration incrementally.
If conditions change part way through reconfiguration,
the decision algorithms place new goals on the APs and the
system starts moving in that new direction. No explicit migration plan is required in advance.
The goals are stored as a second set of resource attributes
on the AP, in parallel with the attributes that reflect current
actual resource assignment. This approach integrates the
plan (the goals) with the AP and makes the goals persistent,
so that the decisions survive manager failure, and there is
no possibility of inconsistency between manager and AP,
reducing implementation complexity.
The execution is further separated between intra- and
inter-server aspects. The migration and recovery mechanisms in §5 determine what data should move between APs.
Within a storage server, APs with growth goals are given
resources when they become available, and when resources
are freed up in an AP with a shrinkage goal, the resources
4

constraints on all nodes. However, the efficiency of the plan
comes at a cost of running an expensive planning algorithm,
and having to start the planning from scratch if the desired
new configuration changes. Other migration planners based
on job-shop scheduling [11] have similar properties. In contrast, the K2 mechanisms compute only a coarse-grained
plan – at the level of APs – after which the object-by-object
migration can proceed incrementally, knowing that there is
some feasible sequence of object migrations that will effect
the plan. The K2 mechanisms might not find as short a sequence of moves to complete the migration, but they avoid
wasted detailed planning if the system environment changes
during migration, requiring re-planning.
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